
 Homemade Pulled Taffy 
A classic family- friendly recipe  

 

Description 

Taffy is a type of candy invented in the early 1800s. It was invented in the United States 

and spread north to the region that would become Canada. It has been popular in Canada for 

over 150 years. It is a chewy candy created by boiling sugar and syrup together until they 

become a squishy mass, and then stretching it out into a smooth confection. It can be made 

easily at home using common everyday ingredients. 

This recipe can be made with honey, corn syrup, or molasses, or any combination of the 

three - as long as it totals one cup in volume. Corn syrup will produce a light colour of taffy and 

taste similar to store bought candy. Honey will make the taffy medium-gold and flavoured like 

honey. Molasses will make dark amber toffee with a rich flavour. You could even try maple 

syrup! The images in this recipe show taffy being made with one whole cup of honey. 

 

Ingredients 

● 2 cups white sugar 

● 2 tablespoons cornstarch 

● 3/4 cups water 

● 1 cup light corn syrup, honey, or molasses (see above) 

● 2 teaspoons glycerin* 

● 2 tablespoons half-and-half 

● 2 tablespoons butter 

● 1 teaspoon sea salt or table salt 

Optional: 

● 1 teaspoon of additional flavouring of your choice (vanilla extract, rum extract, etc) 

● 6 drops of food colouring - red for Valentine’s Day? Green for springtime?  

 



*Glycerin is a medicinal ingredient that can be found at the grocery store or pharmacy. It is 

used in taffy to make it smooth and creamy. Pure glycerin is edible and used in things like cough 

syrup and toothpaste, but if you aren't sure which product you're looking for, ask for help at the 

pharmacy. 

 

Directions 

Begin by buttering a baking pan or cookie sheet, including the inner sides. Set aside. 

In a heavy-bottomed pan, stir the cornstarch and sugar together dry. 

Add salt, butter, water, half-and-half, glycerin, and honey/corn syrup/molasses. Bring 

heat to medium and stir until butter is melted and mixture is smooth. You can use a whisk to 

help break up the butter if necessary. 

 

The mixture should look like this when you’re done stirring it.  

Once the mixture is boiling, cover the pot and allow it to cook for 3-5 minutes. If you 

have a candy thermometer, let it cook until it reaches approximately 255 degrees Fahrenheit. If 

you do not have a candy thermometer, there are a few ways to test the mixture. The first is to 

drip some of the mixture onto parchment paper and wait for it to cool; if it becomes squishy 

and moldable, it's ready, while if it hardens and snaps, it is overcooked. The second is take a bit 

of mixture into a metal spoon, and then run it under cold water. If it begins to stiffen under the 

 



water, it's ready; if it mixes together with the water and runs off the spoon, give it a little more 

time. If you do overcook the mixture, don't fret! You can use your mixture to make hard 

candies, or dip popsicle sticks in it to make lollipops. 

 

While you’re cooking, the mixture will probably foam up, and then go back down to bubbles. 

This is normal!  

When your mixture is ready, take it off the heat and stir in any food colouring and 

additional flavours you've chosen (ex. vanilla extract.) Then, pour it into the buttered pan and 

allow it to cool. Once it is cool enough to handle, it is time to stretch and knead the taffy. If you 

have helpers, divide the taffy up so everyone gets to stretch some. 

 



 

This taffy is still very wet and stretchy! When it becomes harder to pull, it will be done.  

You can work the taffy by stretching it out between your hands, and then folding or 

twisting it back in on itself. As you work with it, it should become lighter in colour and harder to 

pull. Once it becomes difficult to keep pulling, it is time to make the individual taffies. Pull 

pieces off and roll them into balls with your hands. Alternatively, you can roll the entire taffy 

out into a thin rope and cut it with kitchen scissors. If your taffy ended up more like hard candy, 

scissors will be helpful in dividing it into pieces. You can use your fingers to shape the taffies 

into small hearts or any other shapes you can think of. 

 



 

The taffy is soft enough that it can still be shaped by hand, but stiff enough that it will retain its 

shape. 

Finally, it is time to wrap the candies. Cut or tear up pieces of parchment paper to them 

up; the size of the parchment pieces will be dependent on how big you made your candies. Roll 

them up in the paper and twist the ends to create individually wrapped candies. Put them out 

in a bowl, or store them in a fridge or cupboard until they are ready to eat. Yum! 

 

 

 


